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GUEST COLUMN

Fairy Glen furore highlights wider landscape concerns

CALUM MACLEOD
Norman MacCaig’s epic poem
‘A man in Assynt’ famously asks
“Who owns this landscape? The millionaire who bought it or
the poacher staggering downhill
in the early morning
with a deer on his back?”
Fast-forward the 50 or so years since
the poem’s publication and you
might be tempted to add smartphonebrandishing tourists eager for a selfie
and another tick on their ‘beautyspot’ bucket lists to MacCaig’s cast
of characters laying claim to some of
rural Scotland’s most iconic settings.
That’s certainly been the case in

Skye’s Fairy Glen for quite some
time, but tourists’ encounters with
that landscape have involved
bestowing unwelcome — from the
perspective of locals, at least —
punctuation marks in the form of the
cairns many insist on building there
to mark their visit and doubtless
share on social media.
As last week’s gloriouslyheadlined front-page story in this
paper highlighted (“Cairn madness at
Fairy Glen sparks action”), some of
these locals have had enough and
taken it upon themselves to remove
the offending items, which they
maintain are a health and safety
hazard and lead to the erosion of the
environment. Some tourists were
apparently less than thrilled at their
mini-monuments to themselves
being removed, according to Claire
Irons, the Uig resident whose
Facebook post and accompanying
photo inspired the cairn clear-up a
couple of weeks ago. It seems that
Hell hath no fury like tourists
deprived of their selfie props.
In its modest way, the Fairy Glen
furore provides a stone-strewn
vignette of wider and more deep-

seated issues concerning how rural
landscapes are valued, consumed
and, in another nod to MacCaig, how
they are possessed. And, crucially,
in whose interests these processes are
played out.
Some of these questions are
explored
in
‘Community
Empowerment and Landscape’, a
new research report by Inherit: the
Institute for Heritage and Sustainable
Human Development in collaboration
with Community Land Scotland, the
membership
organisation
for
Scotland’s community landowners.
The report examines how
‘landscape policy’ — a convenient
shorthand for the laws, designations
and associated initiatives dealing
with conservation and management
of the ‘landscape’, ‘historic
environment’ and ‘natural heritage’
dimensions of rural places — is
implemented by Scottish Natural
Heritage and Historic Environment
Scotland, the main Government
agencies responsible for putting that
policy into practice.
Not particularly well from a
community perspective, as it turns
out. According to the report’s author,

Dr Chris Dalglish, the research’s key
finding is that communities feel
“locked
out”
of
landscape
designation decisions that affect their
lives, leading to a “participation
deficit” that leaves them largely
disempowered in determining the
characteristics of the landscapes of
which they are the living, human
dimension.
Does that matter? Read the whole
of ‘A man in Assynt’ and you’d be
forgiven for concluding that it
probably does not, as MacCaig
dismisses his “false questions”
concerning
ownership and
possession of a landscape that is
“masterless
and intractable in any terms
that are human”
Well, perhaps. However, the human
dimension certainly does intrude into
the distinctly unpoetic world of
landscape policy management. Or at
least the institutional dimension does
because, as the ‘Community
Empowerment and Landscape’
report shows, there is a tendency to
see landscape matters — in terms of

defining their characteristics and
‘special’ qualities — as the exclusive
preserve of professionals and
institutions underpinned by a ‘fence
and exclude’ conservation culture
that treats development simply as a
threat.
The most obvious example of that
approach is the creation of
Scotland’s 42 wild land maps
covering some 3.7 million acres of
rural Scotland, most of them in the
west Highlands and Islands. These
maps are underpinned by a highlysubjective list of supposedly
‘special’ qualities that conveniently
airbrush the ‘people’ dimension out
of great swathes of the rural
landscape. You can add Scotland’s
40 National Scenic Areas and
countless
other
conservation
designations into that same mix.
That’s
not
to
say
that
‘conservation’ or ‘development’
should be a binary, ‘either-or’ choice.
However,
as
‘Community
Empowerment and Landscape’ also
shows, there needs to be some
radical rethinking of how landscape
policy is conducted to make it more
attuned to the principles of

sustainable development than it
currently is. That implies integrating
consideration of human rights and
wider social and economic
consequences into the process of
applying and managing natural and
historic heritage designations. It also
implies a culture change on the part
of public agencies to enable
communities’ voices to be heard
much more prominently in landscape
policy than has hitherto been the
case.
Hovering high above these issues
are two vital questions; namely who
and what are Scotland’s rural places
for? Anyone who thinks these
fundamental questions about the
future of rural Scotland are
uncontested might be well advised
not to build any cairns in the Fairy
Glen any time soon.
Dr Calum MacLeod is a sustainable
development consultant and policy
director for Community Land
Scotland. This column is written in
a personal capacity.
@CalumMacleod07
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Board “frustrated
and disappointed”
BY KEITH MACKENZIE
keith.mackenzie@whfp.com

“Disappointment and frustration”
were the overriding feelings
expressed by the group set up to
boost community links with the
operators of west-coast ferry
services.

Communities “should have been
listened to” on ferry services
As the Scottish Parliament’s
Rural
Economy
and
Connectivity
Committee
prepares to examine ongoing
investment in Clyde and
Hebrides
ferry
services,
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s
transport
chairman
has
welcomed debate around how
ferry services can be improved to
the Western Isles.
Councillor Uisdean Robertson
said he was pleased to see
discussions on ferry services move
beyond the delayed delivery of two
new ferries, and on to a new focus on
what the correct vessel replacement
decisions are.

He said: “The comhairle in our
evidence to the parliament’s
committee have underlined our firm
belief that our islands are suffering
from
a
long
period
of
underinvestment in ferry services
that has been followed by some very
poor investment choices when
government has made significant
funds available.
“Had communities been listened
to we could have had two new ferries
built to serve Stornoway and one
new ferry built to provide a dedicated
ferry to both Lochmaddy and
Tarbert. This would have delivered
significant new capacity through
increased frequency that would have
delivered a step change in the ferry
service to the Western Isles. Instead

more money has been spent on a
single
ferry
and
massive
infrastructure investment across the
three routes.”
Councillor Robertson said he
wanted greater urgency on the
construction of the new vessel —
which has a working title of NV802
— to serve the Uig triangle.
He added: “Instead of arguments
over contracts, what the comhairle
want to hear is what action the yard
is taking to accelerate build of
NV802 which is now scheduled to be
as late as the original forecast build
time.
“This is not good enough where
lifeline ferry services are concerned.
If there does prove to be a breach of
contract on delivering this vessel, the

liable party should be required to
fund an alternative ferry that could
be leased to CalMac to allow a
dedicated ferry to operate on each of
the triangle services from Summer
2019.”
MEANWHILE, Highlands and
Islands Labour MSP, Rhoda Grant
has again raised the question of a
resilience plan after a ferry
breakdown disrupted services to
Tiree, Coll and Colonsay on 25th
September.
She said: “This is another instance
in a long list of breakdowns affecting
services as CalMac juggle with their
embattled fleet.”

The CalMac communities board —
which was established by the
company to give a local voice to areas
dependent on ferries — met in Mallaig
last week.
The meeting followed a troubled
summer for ferry services, and the
communities board have identified a
number of areas they want to see
improved.
Board members urged a review of
the drydocking programme and
schedule for the CalMac fleet;
improvements to ticketing and
booking systems; and a rationalisation
of the design of vessels and ports.
The board also want to see
discussions over timetables become an
ongoing process, rather than a twiceyearly event, while the overarching
national ferries plan should include a
five, 10 and 15-year build programme
backed by a financial commitment
from the Scottish Government.
The chairman of the communities
board, Angus Campbell, said: “We
also committed to work with CalMac
on school transport pricing, facilities
at remote ports and continue to
improve
local
content
and
employment.
“The board recognises that all
parties need to work together to bring
the necessary improvements and are
committed to inform and positively
contribute to that process but stress the
need for action now.”
Last month it was confirmed that
the two new ferries scheduled to join
the CalMac fleet have been delayed by
over a year.
Recent high-profile problems on
the network have included a
breakdown which left the MV
‘Hebrides’ unable to sail between Uig,
Tarbert and Lochmaddy.

Over Easter, while the regular ferry
for the Southern Hebrides, MV
‘Clansman’, underwent repairs the
enforced shuffling of the fleet caused
disruption on services to Uist, Harris
and Islay. There has also been
criticism of the decision to procure a
single ‘superferry’ to serve the
Ullapool-Stornoway route in a leasing
arrangement with Lloyds Bank.
Although the Scottish Government
have defended their record on ferries,
citing a total investment of £1 billion
since 2007, there have been concerns
that west-coast passengers are starting
to pay a heavy price for shipbuilding
jobs on the Clyde.
In 2015 the Port Glasgow yard
Ferguson’s won a £97 million contract
to build the two new dual-fuel ferries,
but the MV ‘Glen Sannox’ will not
come into service on the ArranArdrossan route until next autumn,
while the arrival of the vessel
scheduled to serve the Uig triangle
will be pushed back until the summer
of 2020.
The owner of Ferguson’s Yard,
which recently secured a £30 million
loan citing a need to diversify
operations, has blamed the delays on
design changes made by CMAL – the
state-owned arm which owns the
Caledonian MacBrayne fleet.
It was reported this week that
Ferguson’s owner Jim McColl was
preparing to take taxpayer-funded
CMAL to court over the knock-on
cost of the design changes.

